
Museums Wellington Unsolicitied Donations 25/05/2018

Name/Title Brief Description Image

Block Block, Wooden block, green / grey painted surface. 

Metal hook.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Wooden, internal bound two fold 

block with hook. Wooden shell, metal half inch 

sheaves, internal metal fittings with hook 

attached.Metal cover with embossed 5 pointed 

star over one end of sheave pin

Historically Museums Wellington (Wellington Museum, Space Place, Cable Car Museum, Nairn Street Cottage ) has received 

unsolicited objects from members of the public as potential donations to the Museum’s collection. The Museum is very 

grateful for the public support and engagement demonstrated by these collection donations. However, these gifts are often 

not aligned with our collection plans and policies. 

Consequently, the Museum has carefully reviewed unsolicited objects we’ve been given, and identified a number which do 

not meet the criteria set out in our Collection Policy. In some cases, objects came into our possession without contact 

information about the depositor, or contact with this person has been lost subsequently.

Help us locate the owners of these objects

We would like to find the original owners of the objects pictured below so that we can up date and records and where 

appropriate return the objects to them. If we are unable to make contact with the original owners, these objects will be 

disposed of following the required waiting period of three months set by the Unsolicited Goods and Services Act 1975.

If you are the owner of one these objects, or know the owner please contact:                                                                                                                                                        

The Collection team                                                                                                                                                                                            

Collections@experiencewellington.org.nz                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Unsolicited donations
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Single sheave stropped wooden block. 

Rope & Hook found adjacent. Wooden shell, 

stropping removed. Plywood wooden 1 inch 

sheave (replacement) Timber stained No 

attachments. Rope & Hook found adjacent.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Two sheave wooden block with rope 

tail and twin hooks. Two sheave internal bound 

treated timber block with black painted galvanised 

iron work. Two reverse hooks attached to fixed 

eye. Two 1 1/2 inch galvanised sheaves. 2 fathom 

rope tail attached to becket with galvanised 

shackle.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Rope block used onboard steam ships. 

Two sheave internal bound wooden block with 

swivel eye and attached oval ring painted black. 

Two 1 1/2 inch galvanised sheaves.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Three fold internal bound wooden 

block with hook. Three sheave internal bound 

wooden block with fixed hook on crown. Round 

thimble attached to becket. 1 inch sheaves.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Three fold internal bound wooden 

block with crown lug. Three sheave 1 inch block 

with galvanised metal internal bindings and crown 

lug. Cheeks stiffened with double riveted rods. 

Stamped on one cheek "Made in USA". Tally plate 

with embossed five pointed star and partly visible 

words "Boston Block". Wire tag attachment.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Three fold internal bound wooden 

block with crown lug. Three sheave 1 inch block 

with galanised metal internal bindings and crown 

lug. Cheeks stiffened with double riveted rods. 

Stamped on one cheek "Made in USA". Tally plate 

with embossed five pointed star and partially 

visible words "Boston Block".

Block, rope Block, Rope. Three fold internal bound wooden 

block with thimble. Three sheave 1 inch block with 

galvanised metal internal bindings and crown lug. 

Cheeks stiffened with double riveted rods. 

Stamped on one cheek "Made in USA". Tally plate 

with embossed five pointed star and partly visible 

words "Boston Block".

Block, rope Block, Rope. Two fold internal bound wooden block 

with fixed lug and becket. Internally bound two 

fold wood block with oiled timbers and cast lug on 

crown and single tail becket. Copper unmarked 

tally plate. Lug and becket painted black.

Block, rope Block, Rope. A ship block. Internally bound two fold 

wooden block with crown lug and two reverse 

hooks attached. 1 1/2 inch galvanised sheaves. 

Riveted rod ends one pin end sealed with white 

sealant. Oiled timber with black painted fittings.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Two sheaved externally bound 

wooden block. Externally bound two sheave wood 

block (without bindings) with 1/2 inch wooden 

sheaves. No fittings.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Wooden snatch block with metal 

fittings and a crown swivel hook. Black painted 

wooden snatch block; silver painted metal fittings; 

crown swivel hook, 1 inch wooden sheave.

Block, rope Block, Rope. A specialist block - three sheaved with 

braking attachment. Internal bound three fold 

wooden block with pin fitting at crown. Wooden 

sheaves 1 1/2 inch with single becket. Wooden 

brake mechanism in each crown swallow engaged 

by a counterweighted external lever. One metal 

tally plate.

Block, rope Block, Rope. A single sheave wooden block 

externally bound with a round eye. Single sheave 

wooden block with wire bound strop with rope 

binding. Rope seizing securing round thimble to 

crown.

Block, rope Block, Rope. External bound single sheave wooden 

block with oval thimble each end. Single sheave 

wooden block with external bindings. Single strop 

binding of wire with marlin rope serving. Two end 

thimbles secured with galvanised seizing. Small 

rope loop fitted to one cheek. Varnished 

woodwork.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. External bound single sheave wooden 

block with thimble. Single sheave wooden block 

with rope strop ending in oval thimble seized with 

marlin. Plastic sheave.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound double sheave wooden 

block with lug. Two fold wooden block. Internal 

bindings with lug at crown. Galvanised sheaves. 

Two brass tally plates.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Single sheave metal block with 

wooden cheeks and swivel eye. Cast iron outer 

shell with swivel oval eye and wooden cheeks. 

Single metal sheave.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound double sheave wooden 

block with a lug on the crown. Double wooden 

block. Internal bindings with lug at crown. Two tally 

plates. Traces of brown paint.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound single sheave wooden 

block with lug and becket. Wooden cheeks. 

Internal galvanised steel binding with lug and 

becket. Galvanised sheave. One tally piece.

Block, rope Block, Rope. External bound steel block with a 

swivel hook and four metal sheaves. Steel block, 

external bound, swivel hook, four metal sheaves 

for small 5mm wire. Silver metallic paint on binding 

and hook.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. External bound steel block with a 

swivel hook, three metal sheaves and a swivel eye. 

Steel block, external bound, swivel hook. Swivel 

eye at head. Three metal sheaves for small 5mm 

wire. Silver metallic paint on binding hook and eye.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Two fold wooden block with lug and 

becket. Two fold wooden internal bound purchase 

block. Fixed lug on crown tail becket with no 

attachments. Two one inch wooden sheaves. 

Brown paint.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Two fold wooden purchase block with 

hook and becket. Unpainted internal bound 

wooden purchase block, fixed crown lug with hook, 

tail becket with ring and round thimble. Two metal 

sheaves one inch. One unmarked tally plate.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Fully reeved two fold purchase block, 

externally bound with rope beckets each ending 

with thimble eye. Fully reeved two fold purchase, 

externally bound with rope beckets each end with 

thimble eye. Each block measures 360mm length, 

150mm width, 160mm depth with two 1 inch 

wooden sheaves. All rope 560mm circumference. 

One metal display tag wired to uppermost block 

stamped on one cheek "B" and crown and "T".
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound three fold wooden 

block with crown lug. Three fold wooden block. 

Galvanied metal internal binding with fixed crown 

lug. Three 1 inch metal sheaves. Stiffened across 

width and depth with double riveted rods. One 

plain circular metal tally plate.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound three fold wooden 

block with fixed crown lug.Three fold wooden 

block metal internal binding with fixed crown lug. 

Three 1 inch metal sheaves. Stiffened across with 

double riveted rods.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound two fold wooden block 

with fixed lug, shackle and becket. Two fold grey 

painted wooden block with internal metal binding. 

Black painted becket with bolt. Fixed metal crown 

lug with shackle. Stiffened across with double 

riveted rods. Plain grey painted diamond shaped 

tally plate on each cheek. Two 1 inch metal 

sheaves.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Internal bound two fold wooden block 

with fixed hook. Two fold grey painted wooden 

block. Internal metal binding and stiffened across 

with double riveted rods. Two 1 inch metal 

sheaves. Fixed tail hook with metal base plate.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Two fold internal bound wooden 

block. Wooden shell painted green, with two 

sheaves. Galvanised internal binding with fixed eye 

and double becket with bolt.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Two fold wooden block with swivel 

eye. Varnished two fold wooden block with swivel 

eye. Partial leather tally plate tacked onto one side.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Metal two fold block with swivel eye 

and thimble on becket. Metal block with two 

sheaves and swivel. Becket has thimble fitting. 

Main pin secured in place with a split pin.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Single sheave metal block. Single 

sheave metal block with fixed rings both ends. 

Lower ring with fixed hook.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Wooden block, internal bound, single 

sheave with fixed lug and becket with shackle. 

Wooden purchase block, internal bound, single one 

inch galvanised metal sheave with fixed lug and 

becket with shackle. Buff paint on woodwork, one 

leather talley plate
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Single fold stropped wooden block, 

swivel between eyes with a three metre plaited 

rope attached. Small wooden block with metal 

attachments and a rope attached.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Wooden two fold block, with a fixed 

eye. Wooden Purchase Block Two Fold, Internal 

Bound, with fixed eye on crown. Two metal 

sheaves of one inch (25 mm). One leather bound 

Tally Plate.

Block, rope Block, Rope. Steel single sheave block, with a 

swivel eye and fixed lug. Steel Block, Single Sheave, 

with swivel eye on crown and fixed lug at base. 

One inch (25 mm) groove in sheave, secured with 

split pins. One cheek embossed "7 inch 3¼ Rope" 

and imprinted "SWL 1.1 Tons 206Q1". Swivel eye 

embossed "EN5A".

Block, rope Block, Rope. Steel block, single sheave block, with a 

swivel eye and fixed lug. Steel Block, Single Sheave, 

with swivel eye on crown and fixed lug at base. 

One inch (25 mm) groove in sheave, secured with 

split pins. One cheek embossed "7 inch 3¼ Rope" 

and imprinted "SWL 1.1 Tons 872C5". Other cheek 

embossed "Ansell Walsall". Swivel eye embossed 

"EN5A".
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Lead block, single sheave, all metal 

with swivel, from a Japanese fishing vessel. Lead 

Block, all metal, with grey painted balanced swivel 

eye. Single sheave, with 5 mm grove; one side of 

balance weight marked "K4" in black paint, other 

side imprinted "K4". Maker's tag on Balance 

Weight": "34-11 T.S.K. 48154 Tsurumi-Seiki-

Kosakusho Co Ltd Yokohama Japan". from 

Japanese fishing vessel

Block, rope Block, Rope. Block, four sheaves, small, all brass, 

external bound.Block, four sheaves, small, all brass, 

external bound. Groove (10 mm) in each sheave. 

Footing with four securing screw holes ( 

rectangular positions).

Block, rope Block, Rope. A small, brass, four sheave block, 

external bound. Block, four sheaves, small, all 

brass, external bound. Groove (10 mm) in each 

sheave. Footing with four securing screw holes (not 

rectangular in positions).

Block, rope Block, Rope. Hinged wooden stopper with two 

rope tails. Hinged wooden stopper. Varnished 

wood,black painted metal fittings with securing 

pin. Half block internally grooved to accommodate 

4 inch rope. Each half fitted with metal stopper to 

which are attached rope halyards, one of 1300mm 

and one on 1250mm.
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Block, rope Block, Rope. Wooden deadeye for rope purchases 

without moving parts. A hardwood circular block 

grooved round the circumference and pierced with 

three holes to take rope parts of purchase.

Lifebuoy An unidentified white lifebuoy with red markings. 

Painted white with red straps. It has a synthetic 

rope handle.

Lifebuoy, 'MV Kiwi' Lifebuoy from the cargo ship MV Kiwi of 

Wellington. The name RMS Titanic is taped on the 

reverse. Cork and canvas. Painted orange and 

white. Br strap damaged and manila rope missing 

left corner.

Lifebuoy, 'Akaroa' Lifebuoy from the ship Akaroa of London. Foam 

and plastic buoy painted orange and white with 

black stencilled lettering and a synthetic line.
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Lifebuoy, 'Imperial Star' Lifebuoy from the ship Imperial Star of London. 

Cork and canvas lifebuoy painted red and white, 

with black letters. It has a broken back left strap, 

and a manilla rope handle.

Lifebuoy, 'Northern Star' Lifebuoy from the Shaw, Savill & Albion passenger 

ship Northern Star of Southampton. A round 

lifebuoy with plastic tape on the foam and painted 

red/brown and white. The name "Northern Star" is 

painted in black lettering.

Lifebuoy, 'Port Adelaide' Lifebuoy from the ship Port Adelaide of London. 

Cork and canvas lifebuoy, painted orange and 

white with black letters. It has a strap missing, and 

a manilla rope handle.

Lifebuoy, 'Romanic' Lifebuoy from the ship Romanic of London. Cork 

and canvas buoy painted red and white with 

stencilled black letters and a manilla line attached 

one strap only.
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Lifebuoy, 'Southern Comfort' Lifebuoy from the ship Southern Comfort. Painted 

red and white with black letters and plastic 

synthetic line

Lifebuoy, 'Sydney Express' Lifebuoy from the cargo ship Sydney Express of 

Hamburg. Cork and canvas: painted orange, with 

black stencilled letters. Synthetic rope handles.

Lifebuoy, 'TSS Maheno' Heavy plastic lifebuoy divided into four quarters - 

two painted red and two white. On face of upper 

white quarter are the words in black "T S S 

Maheno" and on the lower "Dunedin". On the 

reverse of the white quarters are the words 

"welcome aboard" in raised black lettering. Rope, 

sewn on with possibly cotton strips, encompasses 

buoy.

Model, Ship [cannon] Ships model steel cannon with trunnions mounted 

on wheeled timber truck (No longer required)
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Model, Ship 'Union Rotorua' Model of the ship Union Rotorua set on a wooden 

base.Wooden model of Union Rotorua, Auckland, 

sitting on wooden base which has been finished to 

represent sea. Wooden model of Union Rotorua, 

Auckland, sitting on wooden base which has been 

finished to represent sea.

Model, Ship Wooden model of an unidentified four masted 

sailing ship.Wooden model of unidentified 4-

masted sailing ship. Hull painted grey at bottom, 

white and black at top. Sails are wooden and 

painted white. Ship under full sail.

Model, Prau Carved wooden model of an Indonesian prau (a 

primitive single-masted sailing vessel).Ornately 

carved modelof primitive single masted sailing 

vessel. Carving made from single piece of timber, 

with carving at bow and stern and along raised 

panels amidships. Mast, sail and two oars lying in 

well of ship. Model sits on carved wooden stand, 

the carving of which remains unfinished.
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Model, Ship Wooden model of a dhow, a type of small sailing 

ship indigenous to the Arabian peninsula, East 

Africa or India. Wooden model of dhow sailing ship 

with two canvas sails and twine rigging. 3 circles of 

shitge cotton front deck. Bottom of hull painted 

green. 1 cotton circle on main deck and 2 holds. 

Top stern deck has wheel anchor. Wooden 

decorative stern with 7 blue panels. Wooden stand 

attached to ship by 2 metal rods.

Model, Ship 'Victory' Plastic model of the sailing ship Victory. Plastic 

model of Victory with cotton rigging. Brown 

patterned hull at bottom. 3 black strips with yellow 

in between black strip on deck level. Black cannon 

in red ports on both sides of ship, 3 white lifeboats 

on deck. Black crows nests. Stern decorated in 

yellow above the name 'Victory'. Cross of St. 

George and pattern above yellow. 4 anchors at 

forehead. Blue and yellow-patterned bow with 2 

white female figures . 4 cannons on deck.

Model, Ship 'HMS Endymian' Plastic model of the naval ship HMS Endymian. 

Plastic model of HMS Endymion, fully rigged three 

masted vessel - no sails.Four lifeboats on deck and 

one at stern. Small figures of sailors on deck, in 

rigging and on platforms up masts. Union Jack 

flying at stern. 24 guns each side. Figurehead 

painted brown, black and red. Sitting on two brass 

plinths attached to a wooden base.
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Model, Ship Wooden model of a sailing yacht. Wooden model 

of a single masted yacht with cloth mainsail and jib. 

Rigging made of string. Hull painted green with 

white band on upper quarter. Deck brown.v Metal 

plaque attached to deck reads 'Clyde model 

dockyard and engine depot, Argyll Arcade, Glasgow 

W5. Contractors to the Admiralty'. The model sits 

on two leather straps attached to 4 wooden poles 

which are set into a wooden base. A copy of the 

plaque has been set in the base.

Model, Ship 'Thermopylae' Plastic kitset model of the sailing ship Thermopylae 

in full sail. Plastic model of the sailing ship 

Thermopylae in full sail. Light green bottom hull, 

darker green above, white strip at deck level, 

darker green and then white strip above deck level. 

3 lifeboats. 11 figures on deck, 5 climbing rigging. 

'Thuermoopylae written with decorative surrounds 

at bow. Greek figures on bow. Depth figures on 

hull. Name and decoration painted at stern.2 

wooden attachements to hull attached to 

fibreboard base.
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Model, Ship 'White Heather' Wooden model of the yacht White 

Heather.Wooden model of yacht White Heather. 

Two masts attached to wooden deck by brass 

fittings. Lightwreight canvas sails with vertical lines. 

Rigging of light cord. Hull varnished brown, keel 

black. Metal rudder painted black Sitting in two 

brass holders attached to a wooden base painted 

black. Union Jack at stern. Name, "White Heather", 

on plaque at bow. Bowsprit.

Model, Ship 'Mowa Maru' Wooden model of the Japanese steam ship, Mowa 

Maru. Wooden model of Japanese steamer Mowa 

Maru. Painted brown and green with white 

superstructure Four derricks on deck. Funnel 

painted grey with red and white band enclosing 

white/red/white circles. Ship's name on stern in 

English and in Japanese charactgers at bow.

Model, Waka Wooden model of an unidentified Pacific canoe in 

three pieces.Wooden model of an unidentified 

Pacific canoe, in three pieces - soilid hull, carved 

figurehead and bamboo sail. Pieces in envelope.

Model, Ship Small wooden model of a cargo ship. Small 

handmade model of a cargo ship with red and 

black painted hull, red and green decking, white 

centre upper deck. 2 lifeboats. One funnel with 

white cross painted on. Small white design on both 

sides on centre hull. Black portholes on white deck. 

Two wooden pieces attached to each end make a 

stand..
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Model, Ship 'Queen Mary' Cast metal model of of RMS Queen Mary. Cast 

metal model of RMS Queen Mary. 3 funnels 

painted red and black, colours of the Cunard SS Co. 

Black hull, white deck. Red on ventilators at stern 

of ship. Underneath is cast "RMS Queen Mary", 

"M.703", "Made in England". Diagonally, "Triang", 

"Pats pend" and design logo.

Model, Ship Wooden model of a six-masted sailing ship. 

Wooden model of a multi-masted sailing vessel. 

Painted yellow and white. Vessel is very narrow. 

No sails, but rigging in place, though badly 

damaged.

Model, Ship 'Queen Elizabeth' Cast model in light metal of the Queen Elizabeth. 

Painted black with white superstructure. Two 

funnels painted red with black stripes (Cunard 

Steamship Co.Ltd. colours). Underside of model 

states "RMS Queen Elizabeth - M 702 - Made in 

England - Triang"

Model, Ship in a bottle Model of an unnamed three masted sailing ship in 

a bottle. Wooden model of 3 masted sailing ship in 

full sail (white paper) red pennant on top of middle 

mast. Bowsprit has 2 sails. Sails attached with 

cotton rigging. Glass bottle has measurements 

along one side, cork. Pieces of rope on outside of 

bottle, one around bottle top, one around bottom 

end of bottle. White around base of ship (glue ?). 

Varnished wooden stand, detachable.
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Model, Ship in a bottle 'Largs Bay' Model of the steamship Largs Bay in a 

bottle.Model of steamship in bottle "Largs Bay" 

written on label on front stand. Double masted, 

single yellow funnel. Red rope work on neck of 

bottle. Blue painted one side of bottle, also all the 

wooden stand. Bottle base indented glass reads "U 

262 J & WN B14 U G B". Under stand in ink is "Nov 

1954 From Hilda to Pat Wellington NZ".

Model, Ship in a bottle Model of a four masted sailing ship in full sail in a 

bottle. Model of 4 masted barque in full sail in 

bottle. Black hull. Wooden decking. Black cotton 

rigging. Grey and white sea. Behind rear of ship on 

bottle painted hill and lighthouse and green shore 

line. Rear of bottle outside painted blue and green. 

Neck of bottle and bottle top green. Plaited rope 

around neck of bottle blue. No stand.

Model, Ship 'Hinemoa' Plastic model of the ship Hinemoa. Plastic model of 

"Hinemoa" in Uinon Steamship Co.Ltd colours, 

green hull with yellow line encircling, funnel red 

with two black stripes and black top. 9 lifeboats 

hanging on davits. Model attached to cardboard 

base.

Model, Ship Wooden model of an unidentified battleship. 

Possibly a US WWII vessel. Wooden model of 

unidentified battleship. Bristling with armaments. 

Two gun turrets at bow can be revolved as can the 

one turret at stern. Twin funnels. Painted grey.
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Half Model, Ship Half model of a yacht mounted on board. Half 

model of an unidentified yacht varnished brown 

mounted on a white backing board. Writing on the 

rear of the backing board reads "6m-R-yacht -then 

illegible - 1938".

Half Model, Ship Wooden half model of an unidentified ship.Half 

model of ship made of inlaid laminated wood. Deck 

has criss-cross indentation in centre and upper 

deck has small piece of criss-crossing with extra 

piece of wood on top. Six holes in back which is not 

laminated.

Half Model, Ship Wooden half model of a ship. Laminated wooden 

half model of ship in 8 layers. Varnished brown. 

Bottom 3 layers not attached and this portion has 

measurements in pencil.

Half Model, Ship Half model of unidentified vessel on mottled 

backing board. Model made of 16 strips of wood 

glued and stapled together. Top one third painted 

dark brown with bottom two thirds a lighter shade.
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Model, Ship 'Belvedere' Model of the sailing ship Belvedere in a glass case. 

Model of a three masted sailing Ship with the name 

"Belvedere" on the bow. It is sitting in a varnished 

wood and glass case, shown moored on a sea-like 

base. The ship's hull is mainly black with a white 

strip with painted ports. The lower part of the hull 

is a dull green. There is a long bowsprit. There is an 

anchor hanging off each side of the bow. There are 

four lifeboats on the deck structures. A flag hangs 

at the stern.

Model, Ship 'Golden Hind' Painted wooden model of three masted sailing ship 

"Golden Hind". Parchment sails, cardboard flags 

(4), rope rigging, lamp atop stern end of 

superstructure, white lifeboat on deck. Two metal 

anchors hanging under aft end. Three guns portside 

- six starboard. Emblems painted on sails. Raised 

hind on stern end. Brown painted wooden 

detached stand.

Model, Ship Wooden model of a medieval sailing vessel, with a 

brass ashtray underneath. Small wooden model of 

a medieval sailing ship carved out of a single piece 

of timber. Three masts with sails set and pennants 

flying on each mast. Sitting on wooden fitting 

which incorporates a brass ashtray.
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Model, Ship in a bottle 'Sydney' Model of barque Sydney in bottle. Model of 3 

masted barque Sydney in a bottle. There is a small 

tug model alongside the bow of the vessel. On base 

of the bottle there is a painted sea & along one 

side of the bottle is a landscape of a town featuring 

a sea wall , windmill , lighthouse , 8 buildings - one 

named Marine Hotel & one fort.

Model, Ship Model of a pond yacht with mast and spars 

attached to the deck.Model is sitting in box 

supported by packaging. The mast and spars are 

dismantled and lying on the deck. The hull is white.

Model, Ship 'Pamir' Wooden model of the sailing ship Pamir in full sail, 

on wooden stand, with drawer. Model of sailing 

ship Pamir and base and attachments all made in 

wood. Ornate base on two levels made of inlaid 

wood resting on four wooden corner attachments. 

Three decorative wooden pieces on base. Drawer 

in top layer of base. Aft of ship has 'Pamir' painted 

in red on both sides. Bow of ship has 'N.Z. Pamir' 

painted around it.
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Model, Ship 'USS Constitution' Kitset model of a three-masted sailing warship in 

full sail, possibly the USS Constitution.Wooden 

model of a US warship, three masted sailing ship, 

unidentified c 19th century. Thin metal rigging 

attachments and cotton rigging - many flags, 

including one prominent USA flag. Lifeboat 

attached to stern. Three lifeboats on deck (loose). 

Complete male figure broken off from front of ship. 

Cannons protruding from both sides. Painted 

decoration at front and stern. Detached wooden 

stand. Parchmant sails.

Pulley Pulley, Green painted metal pulley with a metal 

hook.

Pulley Pulley, Cream / grey and green painted metal 

pulley with a metal hook.

Pulleys Pulleys, 8 assorted pulleys, 4 doubles and 4 singles. 

tied together with a plastic rope, one of the pulley 

has metal wire attached to the hanging 

attachment.

Compass Compass used on board the New Zealand Shipping 

Company vessel Hauraki. Boat compass from a 

lifeboat of the New Zealand Shipping Company ship 

Hauraki, made by Short & Mason, Taylor New York.
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Passenger Lists P & O Passenger list, ticket. "Willum Ruys" 

passenger list

Print, 'RMS Titanic' Print, 'RMS Titanic'

Personal Records Personal Records, Four black and white 

photographs, printed papers and ephemeral 

material.

Photograph Album Small green photograph album of photos taken 

during voyage to Sub-Antarctic Islands.

Personal Records Personal Records, Captain C F Post Letters, 

documents, photographs, printed papers and 

ephemeral material.

Medal, 1939-45 Star Unmounted unnamed, In original box with 

certificate, awarded to Captain R C H Webb (born 

Cambridge 18 April 1908)
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Medal, Atlantic Star Unmounted medal awarded to Captain R C H Webb

Medal, Pacific Star Unmounted awarded to Captain R C H Webb

Medal, British War Medal 1939-

1945

Unmounted awarded to Captain R C H Webb

Medal, Coronation QE II Unmounted unnamed, with ribbons In original box 

with certificate, awarded to Captain R C H Webb
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Medal, Box of Capt R C H Webb Cardboard box with certificates containing medals 

awarded to Captain R C H Webb (born Cambridge 

18 April 1908) also newspaper clippings etc. Brown 

card box Exterior top printed "OHMS" and "Official 

Paid" surrounding king's crown. Addressed to R C H 

Webb Esq, 183 Banberry Road, Oxford Printed on 

base "If undelivered please return to Registrar 

General of Shipping and Seamen Llantrisant Road 

Llandaff Cardiff" On one side "70879" Certificate of 

Issue - side one Royal Coat of Arms in red with text 

in black below "The Minister of Transport presents 

his compliments and has the honour to transmit 

the enclosed awards granted for service during the 

war of 1939-45" Side two lists of campaign stars, 

clasps and medals awrded ticked in ink.

Painting, Kotuku Oil painting of ship foundering at Greymouth Bar, 

1912. Oil painting on board. SS Kotuku foundering 

at end of wharf and rocks at Greymouth entrance. 

Surf breaking over vessel under dark stormy sky. 

Unsigned.

Painting, collier Taupo (II) Oil painting of ship foundering at Greymouth Bar, 

1900. Oil painting on board. SS Taupo foundering at 

end of wharf and rocks at Greymouth entance. Aft 

section under water Surf breaking over vessel 

under dark stormy sky. Unsigned.
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Painting, Hawera Oil painting of ship foundering at Greymouth, 

1908. Oil painting on board. SS Hawera foundering 

at rocks at Greymouth entrance. showing stern 

starboard view. Unsigned.

HMNZML RNZN, Logbook HMNZML RNZN, Logbook. 'LOG / HMNZML / 

"Q411"/ RNZN'
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